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 Perfume and Vinegar: Olfactory
 Knowledge, Remembrance, and

 Recordkeeping
 Anna Chen

 ABSTRACT

 Olfaction has long been treated as one of the most superfluous senses in a visually
 dependent world. In the last several decades, however, attention to aroma's techno

 logical, commercial, and memorial capabilities has intensified. As part of this grow

 ing fascination with olfactory experience, researchers are increasingly treating aro

 mas as records, exploring ways to preserve, describe, and provide access to them.
 While aromas share many similarities with more traditional kinds of records, as an

 emergent record format they also productively challenge existing assumptions about

 archival standards and practices as well as sociocultural assumptions and stereo
 types that inform those archival practices. Joining the expanding conversation about

 smells can usefully complicate and enrich archivists' understanding both of how to

 define records and their significant properties, and of their own role in preserving

 and transmitting memory within a widening world of interest in capturing and
 accessing the past.
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 10 i.  Anna Chen

 Sometimes I picture a botany book in the future saying something like, "The

 lilac is now extinct. Its fragrance is thought to have been similar to—?" and

 then what can they say?

 —Andy Warhol1

 In The Social Life of Information, Paul Duguid told the following story about the importance of the sense of smell in archival research. One day, as he was read

 ing correspondence in the archives of a 250-year-old business, coughing, snif

 fling, and weeping from the attendant dust, and "long[ing] for a digital system

 that would hold the information from the letters and leave paper and dust

 behind," he observed another researcher working very differently with the same

 collection. To Duguid's astonishment, this researcher breathed in each letter

 deeply, only occasionally glancing at its contents. He turned out to be a medical

 historian studying the progress of eighteenth-century cholera outbreaks, during

 which all the letters from one town were disinfected with vinegar to prevent the

 disease from spreading, by noting the date and sources of those letters to which

 the centuries-old smell of vinegar still clung. His research, Duguid wrote, "threw

 new light on the letters I was reading. Now cheery letters telling customers and

 creditors that all was well, business thriving, and the future rosy read a little dif

 ferently if a whiff of vinegar came off the page. Then the correspondent's cheeri

 ness might be an act to prevent a collapse of business confidence—unaware that

 he or she would be betrayed by a scent of vinegar."2

 The medical historian's work, which relied on smells no less than texts as

 records of enduring value, participates in the cultural history and science of olfac

 tion, which has emerged as an important area of scholarship in the last thirty

 years, not only in the disciplines of anthropology, history, and sociology, but also

 in biology, neurology, chemistiy, psychology, and cognitive science.3 In 2004, neu

 roscientists Richard Axel and Linda B, Buck received a Nobel Prize for their work

 on odorant receptors and the organization of the olfactory system,4 while human

 ities scholars are increasingly recognizing the importance of odor to the forma

 tion of modernity through its role in industrialization; constructions of selfhood,

 class identities, group affiliations and differences; imperial and colonial ventures;

 gender and race negotiations; and the transmission of tradition.5

 Once overlooked in an era dominated by information technologies and

 their dependence on the visual field, olfaction has been gaining widespread tech

 nological and commercial applicability since the 1990s through environmental

 fragrances, odor biometrics, electronic noses, artificial fragrances and flavors,

 militarized smells, and olfactory marketing.6 The surging popularity of olfactory

 consumer products—oxygen bars, aromatic cookbooks, custom-made perfumes,

 candles and room sprays, herbal spa treatments and toiletries ranging from cos

 metics to shampoo, odor-enhanced museums and theme parks—suggests that
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 consumers are not only open to but actively seeking out scents to provide richer

 and more complex sensory experiences. Even concerns about air pollution, sec

 ondhand smoke, and scent bans, which seem to perpetuate olfactory stigmati

 zation, serve as evidence of a heightened awareness about the physiological and

 psychological power of smells.7

 As part of this emerging fascination with olfactory experience, scientists

 in multiple academic disciplines and commercial sectors, from food science and

 biology to perfume, are increasingly treating aromas as records, conducting

 research on ways to document, preserve, describe, and provide access to them.

 Osmothèque, for example, is a perfume archives in Paris, France, founded in

 1990 through a partnership with the chamber of commerce, the French Society

 of Perfumers, and the trade group the French Perfume Committee. It contains

 thousands of historical and modern perfumes, which are stored underground

 at a constant temperature of 12 degrees Celsius. To counteract the degrading

 effects of air, which causes perfumes to oxidize, each bottle is sealed with one

 centimeter of heavier-than-air argon gas.8 To take another example, the chem

 ist Roman Kaiser has attempted to capture the scents of hundreds of rare and

 endangered plants through lists of chemicals representing the formula for each

 plant's scent.9 For Kaiser, a plant's aroma is an important component of its

 evolution and ecology and, as such, is a record that needs to be preserved. As

 he said of those aromas, "These are documents so you would be able in 200

 years to re-create these scents when all these plants do not exist any more."10

 And the Madeleine, a proof-of-concept device created by British designer Amy

 Radcliffe to explore the idea of turning smells into a permanent "document of

 experience," uses headspace-capture technology to capture and preserve scents:

 the user places a funnel over, say, a strawberry, a pie, or a campfire. A pump

 then transfers the scent-laden air to an odor trap constructed from a porous

 polymer resin that absorbs the volatile scent particles. In a scenario deliberately

 modeled on that of 35mm photography, the scent's "snapshot" is sent away to

 a fragrance lab, which uses a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry machine
 to process the scent molecules; the results are then returned to the user.11 As

 Radcliffe wrote, "Just as the camera records the light information of a visual in

 order to create a replica, the Madeleine records the molecular information of a

 smell."12 According to journalist Megan Garber, "While we have long had tools

 that record images and sounds, we have not really had tools do the same thing

 for scent. We have not, in general, thought of scent as something that can be

 processed and preserved into a vessel for memory. The Madeleine, however, the

 'camera' that turns the scents of life into an archive of that life—proposes a shift

 in that approach."13

 These projects' treatments of odors conform in many ways to archivists'

 current understanding of records, described in Richard Pearce-Moses's Glossary
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 106  Anna Chen

 of Archival and Records Terminology as data with content and context, used as

 an extension of human memory; created or received in the course of individ

 ual or institutional activity; and carrying information with continuing value.14

 Moreover, those who work with scents are, in archivist-like fashion, exploring

 ways to identify and capture them, to determine ideal environments for their

 preservation, to organize and describe them using a consistent vocabulary, and

 to make them accessible. Projects like the Madeleine suggest what might happen

 as scent scientists continue to work with technologists to produce new ways of

 rendering aroma as a record of the world. In 2007, a survey of 3,500 technology

 experts on what consumers will want from future technologies predicted that,

 by 2015, scent will be convertible into digital data and deliverable through the

 Internet. As Garber argued, "Their forecast may have been premature, but that

 doesn't mean it was wrong. Scent, in nature, is data; the question for us humans

 is how to store it and reproduce it."15

 Though archivists have paid little attention to aroma's documentary capac

 ity, Garber's challenge implicates archivists in its call to recognize olfactory

 information as archive-able data. Certainly, in recent years, archivists have

 begun to reconceptualize and redefine the archival record. As many scholars

 of personal digital archives recognize, the abundance and low cost of digital

 storage are changing what people keep: retention, rather than destruction,
 is now the norm.16 This twenty-first-century proliferation both of data and of

 data-capturing technologies has generated immense interest from many differ

 ent quarters in how to store, organize, and retrieve ever-expanding amounts of

 information, situating the archival profession in dialogue with an increasingly

 complex network of formats, platforms, technologies, creators, and users.17

 Meanwhile, the different technical requirements of digital records are com

 pelling archivists not only to adjust to greatly accelerated accumulation rates
 and amounts of data, but also to reformulate traditional archival assumptions

 about original order18 and to develop new approaches to preservation to guard

 against the rapid obsolescence and decay of nontangible materials.19 These have,

 in turn, precipitated a re-evaluation of the significant properties of records,

 defined as the characteristics of an information object that must be maintained

 to ensure that object's continued access, use, and meaning.20 Archivists now

 acknowledge that significant properties must be re-examined and that the

 specific challenges and issues of determining those significant properties may

 differ as new record formats and subformats emerge.21

 Moreover, despite professional archival principles of authenticity, fixity,

 chains of custody, comprehensiveness, and context, historians and archivists are

 increasingly attuned to the gaps, excisions, and omissions in archives, in which

 the voices of the powerful can speak more authoritatively than the voices of the

 weak, and in which certain stories are privileged and others marginalized.22 As a
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 result of these introspections, archivists have also begun to question hitherto-un

 examined biases that may govern the materials that archives collect and preserve.

 As Teny Cook and Joan Schwartz have argued, "Archivists continually reshape,

 reinterpret, and reinvent the archive. This represents enormous power over

 memory and identity, over the fundamental ways in which society seeks evidence

 of what its core values are and have been, where it has come from, and where it

 is going. Archives, then, are not passive storehouses of 'old stuff,' but active sites

 where social power is negotiated, contested, confirmed."23 This power is exercised

 through decisions not only about which records enter archives and how they will

 be described, preserved, and used, but also what kinds of materials are considered

 archival records in the first place. Libby Coyner, for example, noted that

 [a]s we construct our own professional genealogy through a lineage deter
 mined by Hilary Jenkinson, T. R. Schellenberg, and the Dutch Archivists,

 we see that our family tree has been drawn up with the distinguished
 characters of textual records, photographs, docket books, maps, census
 records, and registers. New family members are described in bits and bytes

 and metadata. This family tree has survived at the expense of some of the
 bastard cousins: ephemera, indigenous knowledge, oral tradition . . . not
 realizing that we bypass more organic ways that certain communities doc
 ument themselves and gather memory.... The omission of these non-tra
 ditional records from our archival institutions does not mean they don't
 exist: it simply means that we as archivists and historians have continued

 to demonstrate our lack of flexibility and creativity in defining our hold
 ings, an act that has perforated our historical texts. Isn't it time that our
 construction of "the record" evolves?24

 Such evolutions have begun to be imagined. For example, the 2002
 multi-institutional collaborative effort Refiguring the Archive, at once an exhi

 bition, seminar series, and book, was an attempt to extend the boundaries
 of what might fall within the compass of the term "archive": "to look beyond
 the idea of archives as physical records ... to understand the conditions and
 circumstances of preservation of material as, and the exclusion of material

 from, the record, as well as attention to the relations of power underpinning
 such inclusions and exclusions."25 In an effort to become more inclusive and

 to recognize traditionally underrepresented voices, the definition of "archives"

 has expanded to include cultures of recordkeeping and ephemeral forms of

 expression that do not always mesh easily with traditional archival principles
 and practices: oral narrative, theater, music and sound, and dance.

 As individuals, technologists, and researchers increasingly conceptualize

 and use odors as records, archivists, too, will find opportunities to expand even

 further beyond visual, and secondarily aural, records to explore what kinds
 of documentation the other senses, like olfaction, can offer. This article, then,

 offers some considerations in working with and talking about odors for the
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 108  Anna Chen

 archival community. As we have seen, aromas share numerous similarities with

 more traditional kinds of records. At the same time, we will see that, as an

 emergent record format, they also productively challenge existing assumptions

 about archival standards and practices as well as sociocultural assumptions and

 stereotypes that inform those archival practices. Joining the expanding conver

 sation about smells can thus usefully complicate and enrich archivists' under

 standing both of how to identify and define the significant properties of records

 in an information environment of rapidly changing formats, and of archivists'

 own role in preserving and transmitting memory within a more inclusive socio

 cultural landscape.

 Smells both mirror and challenge current archival practices in numerous

 ways. As projects like Osmothèque's perfume archives and Radcliffe's Madeleine

 demonstrate, identification and preservation are as critical to olfactory archives

 as they are to any archives. However, the characterization of aroma compounds

 is still not a straightforward process, and no single method for their isolation

 and identification exists.26 Preserving aromas, moreover, must take into account

 not only the degrading effects of air but also the instability of volatile compo

 nents that compose a scent itself.27 Measurements and descriptions of aroma,

 especially in the food industry, often still depend on the human nose, which

 presents its own set of challenges.28 As Richard Stevenson explained, "Odors

 are usually composed of tens or hundreds of individual chemicals that readily

 evaporate at room temperature. Coffee, for example, has several hundred con

 stituent chemicals, and the brain's task in perceiving coffee odor is to recognize

 this combination of chemicals" while simultaneously ignoring the other odorous

 molecules in the air. The human brain attempts to match the incoming neural

 pattern, which represents these chemical combinations, with stored patterns

 from previous olfactory encounters. Because odor recognition depends heavily

 on memory, several people may perceive the same odorant differently, depend

 ing on their individual histories and past relationships to that odor. This dif

 ference may become more marked between different cultures, where each has

 been exposed to different types of environmental odorants such as foods, per

 fumes, and plants, and is further compounded by genetic variability. Humans

 have over three hundred different olfactory receptors, and the many variations

 possible in this receptor set may further individualize our sense of smell.29 To

 alleviate some of these idiosyncrasies, the "electronic nose" is a technology in

 development whose aim is, like that of the human nose, to recognize simple

 and complex odors.30

 As many olfactory researchers have recognized, a scent archives will also

 require a controlled vocabulary to describe odors, much as archivists have devel

 oped for other formats.31 The Puig Perfumery Centre "stores over twenty thou
 sand elements of smell. . . . Each archived smell is associated with a textual
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 description of its olfactive notes, indexed by seven descriptors and registered in

 a digital database. There are about one thousand descriptors ... [which] include

 words like humidity, sea, pastry, recently baked bread, chocolate, hospital, tar,

 barber shop, rubber, electrical smells, school, various flowers, woods, resins,

 spices, milk, wine, pencil, lipstick, metallic, mineral, ozone, burnt, sweat, and

 oxygen."32 Another project, led by a team of olfactory geographers, has compiled

 a "dictionary for urban smell" using almost 700,000 geo-referenced tags and

 tweets from social media platforms, which the team used to generate "smell

 maps" of London and Barcelona that could be used by urban planners and city

 managers, way-finding tool developers, and olfactory artists.33

 This task, however, is challenged by our limited ability to use language to

 describe smells. As geneticist Andreas Keller put it, "There are no words in the

 English language to describe smells in the same way in which 'blue' or 'green'

 describe colors. Instead ... we talk about the source of the odor. Things smell

 'flowery,' 'fruity,' or 'fishy.'"34 These descriptors form a precarious basis for con

 trolled vocabulary terms because of individual differences in olfactory capability

 and experiences discussed above, so that a smell one individual might describe

 as "fishy" might be experienced and thus described very differently by another.

 Participants in one experiment described the smell of isobutyraldehyde variously

 as that of "chocolate," "peanut butter sandwich," "sickly and dry," "sour milk,"

 "codfish," "endives," or "cocoa." A third of the participants could not describe the

 smell using any words at all,35 a circumstance that olfactory researchers widely

 recognize as the "tip-of-the-nose" phenomenon, in which subjects perceive that

 a given odor is familiar but are unable to produce its name.36 According to neu

 rologist Karen Chobor, several factors play a role in the formation of this lin

 guistic barrier: the encoding of an odor is experience-specific, so retrieval out of

 context is an arduous task; it is difficult to "imagine" an odor, since there are no

 odor images as there are visual images; the associations made with odors tend

 not to be lexical, but rather are made within a context or with an object within

 that context; and no universally accepted descriptive classification system exists

 for odors, leading to greater dependence on specific item associations.37 As a

 result, several scholars advocate for the development of an "olfactocentric dis
 course," both to facilitate discussion about odors and to lessen our reliance on

 "tired stereotypes about the nonvisual senses," which are frequently used only

 because the nonvisual senses do not conform to more familiar means of repre

 sentation and expression.38

 To fully consider smell's relationship to archives, it is also important to

 recognize that smell can potentially function not only as a record in an archives,

 such as those that Roman Kaiser or the Osmothèque have developed, but also

 as, itself, a kind of repository of stored memories. The artist Andy Warhol's
 obsession with memory was such that he saved over a decade's worth of
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 110  Anna Chen

 correspondence, magazines, newspapers, gifts, photographs, business records,

 collectibles, and other ephemera in over six hundred boxes he called Time

 Capsules, and carried tape recorders everywhere to capture every moment of

 his daily life.39 Warhol valorized the memorial capability of smell over that of

 all the other senses: "Of the five senses, smell has the closest thing to the power

 of the past. Smell really is transporting. Seeing, hearing, touching, tasting are

 just not as powerful as smelling if you want your whole being to go back for a

 second to something I loved the way the lobby of the Paramount Theater on

 Broadway used to smell. I would close my eyes and breathe deep whenever I was

 in it. Then they tore it down. I can look all I want at a picture of that lobby, but

 so what? I can't ever smell it again."40

 Smell is famously embedded with memories, acting as one of our most

 powerful personal memory triggers. Yet, without a device like the Madeleine, it

 is also ephemeral, carrying invaluable associative information that seems diffi

 cult to capture permanently. Warhol's solution was to create a kind of archives

 of smells out of his perfumes:

 I switch perfumes all the time. If I've been wearing one perfume for three

 months, I force myself to give it up, even if I still feel like wearing it, so when

 ever 1 smell it again it will always remind me of those three months. I never

 go back to wearing it again... it becomes part of my permanent smell collec

 tion. ... My collection of semi-used perfumes is very big by now, although I

 didn't start wearing lots of them until the early 60s. Before that the smells in

 my life were all just whatever happened to hit my nose by chance. But then I
 realized I had to have a kind of smell museum so certain smells wouldn't get
 lost forever.41

 Warhol's idiosyncratic (and perhaps tongue-in-cheek) "smell museum" was

 an attempt to create a personal archives to preserve not only smells, but also

 the memories they catalyzed. Indeed, scientific evidence suggests that smells

 can trigger accurate memories, even over long periods of time.42 Other research

 supports the particularly strong connection between odor cues and personal,

 even emotional, memory, above that of the other senses. Psychological stud
 ies have shown that odor-cued memories are more emotional and vivid than

 memories activated by visual or verbal cues, and that they invoke the feeling of

 being transported to the occurrence of the event more strongly than do mem

 ories evoked by words and pictures. Moreover, the autobiographical memories

 recalled by olfactory information are often older than memories associated with

 verbal information. These studies suggest that human olfaction uniquely trig

 gers the emotional aspects of autobiographical memory, including experiences

 formed early in life.43

 The individual memorial power of smells can contribute to communal

 smell-memories, supporting a shared identity and history that can be especially
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 significant for minority cultures in a given community. Geographer Lisa Law,

 for example, in her study of diasporic experiences of migrant workers in for

 eign cities, has shown that Filipino domestic workers use the aroma of Filipino

 food to create an olfactory space for themselves in the global city of Hong Kong.
 These aromas function in tandem with more traditional archival documents

 to produce "an alternative sensorium called Little Manila . . . [which] can be

 understood through the multiple meanings of food, through the photographs

 and letters that enhance the presence of family and friends and through the

 melodic songs of street vendors. . . . The sounds, sights and aromas of Little

 Manila dislocate the authoritative visual space of Hong Kong culture, and create

 a place where Filipino women feel at home."44 For Warhol and the workers Law

 described, smell's function as a memorial device both overlaps with and exceeds

 the limits of visible, material archival records, as these tangible and intangible

 documents work together to construct personal and cultural identity.

 Aroma's documentary capacity thus serves important memorial purposes

 for individuals and even cultures. Studying its unique ability to reconstruct

 past narratives can sharpen our awareness of the limits of what traditional

 archives collect and remember, and, consequently, which communities they

 serve. Moreover, and just as significantly, it allows us to think about alternatives

 to such archives and to recognize some nontraditional but equally effective

 ways in which individuals and cultures work to hold onto their pasts. Although

 smells, at least outside of a controlled environment, are ephemeral, that does

 not mean that olfactory information is necessarily "lost." Scholars in many

 other disciplines have argued that the ephemeral can be archival too, without

 being subjected to traditional archival principles. Performance studies scholars

 and, more recently, theater and performing arts archivists, for example, have

 become invested in renegotiating the archives to incorporate this kind of ephem

 eral and experiential memory into a discussion of archives, documentation, and

 recordkeeping,45 while those interested in tribal archives have also explored

 the tensions and relationships between native forms of memory and Western

 archival practices.46 As archivist Rita-Sophia Mogyorosi explained, Aboriginal

 archives do not exist in material documents, but rather in "various tangible and

 intangible manifestations to provide provenance, reliability and authenticity...

 linking memory and history to people and the land, and interrelating the past,

 present, and future."47 Hochelaga (1992), a multimedia art installation by Robert

 Houle named after the ancient Iroquoian settlement in Montreal, demonstrated

 how scent can be one such intangible manifestation. The installation combined

 references to European historical records with a sweetgrass circle laid out in

 the center of the floor as part of its argument in support of Mohawk liberty.

 Based on the tradition of the medicine wheel, the sweetgrass "filled the gallery

 with its soft, haylike scent, which pleased visitors but held special relevance
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 112  Anna Chen

 for those knowledgeable about First Nation politics, land claims, and medicinal

 traditions."48 Its fragrance operates alongside traditional European documents

 to reassert the presence of indigenous culture in what was at one time First
 Nations' land.49

 While some work to reconcile these intangible forms of documentation

 and memory with Western archival practices, others, like Thomas Gates, head

 of the Cultural Department of Canada's Yurok Tribe, suggest that "the functions

 of the archive should never replace the traditional methods of transmission of

 cultural practices. Rather, the tribal culture must be lived, as it has been for

 thousands of years, and passed down from elders to their grandchildren in their

 language, traditions, and ceremonies."50 Diana Taylor, a performance studies

 scholar who has thought deeply about the intersections between archives and

 what she calls embodied knowledge, argued that the acts that constitute the rep

 ertoire of embodied practices—dance, music, ritual, and social practices—"can be

 passed on only through bodies. But while these acts are living practices, they

 nonetheless have a staying power that belies notions of ephemerality." Through

 reiterated behavior, performances function as vital acts of transfer, transmit

 ting social knowledge, information, cultural memory, and collective identity

 from one generation or group to another.51 As Warhol, Law, Houle, and others

 have demonstrated, the information recorded by the olfactory sense can work

 as a kind of embodied archives too—a corpus of knowledge acquired, retained,

 accessed, and, in some cases, passed on through the body. The histories cap

 tured by embodied memory, moreover, are especially important in under
 standing how groups identify and express themselves when they have more

 limited access to the written knowledge of the dominant culture in a given

 community.52 For example, David Sutton's research on the mnemonic dimen

 sions of sensory experiences among the Greek inhabitants of Kalymnos Island

 suggested that these sensory experiences "move" with people in migration and

 other travels, and that they become part of a struggle against the displacement

 and fragmentation of migrant experiences.53 In one study, Sutton and Michael

 Hernandez interviewed Georgia Vourneli, a self-described Greek housewife from

 Thessaloniki, as they videotaped her making a prasopita dish during her visit to

 Carbondale, Illinois:

 Michael Hernandez: When you cook you said you have to use Greek oil.

 Why Greek?

 Georgia Vourneli: Greek olive oil, it is unique because it's produced back

 home. You can tell by the different smell. The smell says so.

 Hernandez: The Greek oil [sold in the United States], is it different than back
 home?

 Vourneli: Yes, you can smell the Greek oil. The virgin oil you get at home ...
 has a smell and taste You can smell the olives. Not like here.54
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 In Martin Manalansan IV's examination of Asian American neighborhoods

 in Queens, New York City, numerous participants described the smell of their

 native food as embodied knowledge to be celebrated and passed from one gen

 eration to the next as an expression of social reproduction and cultural con

 tinuity. "As one Indian man said, 'This is the food of my childhood. I want my

 children to experience the taste and smell of the food so they will know their

 roots.'"55 For individuals attempting to sustain both personal and cultural mem

 ories outside the space of "authorized" archives, smells can be records that carry

 as much significant information as letters, photos, and land deeds, functioning
 for their creators on a continuum with the kinds of documents more familiar

 to traditional archives. Together, they enable individuals to recall memories and

 experiences in sharply emotional detail, and bind larger communities together

 over shared scent associations and histories in ways that both echo and chal

 lenge received Western notions of documentation.

 Sensory perception is, then, as much culturally defined and mediated as

 it is a physical act,56 but this mediation has multivalent manifestations. In the

 West, specific social stigmas still often pervade the subject of smell and remain

 an important consideration in any discussion about olfaction. Sensory historian

 Constance Classen observed that "in spite of its importance to our emotional

 and sensoiy lives, smell is probably the most undervalued sense in the modern

 West."57 This is in large measure because of sight's long-entrenched position as

 the most authoritative sense in Western culture, due not only to its association

 with scientific rationalism and capitalist display, but also to the expansion of

 the visual field in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries through technolo

 gies of observation and visual reproduction, from the microscope and telescope

 to the television and computer screen.58 Sniffing and tasting materials under

 study, once legitimate approaches to the acquisition of knowledge, became out

 moded; indeed, the nonvisual senses would be given little role to play in modern

 scientific inquiry. By the end of the nineteenth century, Western intellectuals

 had come to associate sight with reason and intellect, and the senses of smell,

 touch, and taste with madness, bestiality, childishness, and savagery.59 Charles

 Darwin and Sigmund Freud argued that humans had evolved beyond the sense

 of smell, while the philosopher Emmanuel Kant believed that olfaction's only

 value was to alert humankind to what was repugnant and foul.60 These associ

 ations continue to inform Western assumptions about smell, the sociopolitical

 rhetoric of which remains deeply powerful in modern discourse, in which odor

 lessness is presented as the ideal olfactory state.61 Connie Chiang, for example,

 has explored the ways in which smell underpinned constructions of race and

 racism in 1890s Monterey, California, during a conflict between Chinese fisher

 men and local white residents and tourists. Repulsed by the former's work of

 catching and drying squid, the latter not only accused both the squid and the
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 Chinese fishermen of olfactory pollution, but also connected the smell to ethnic

 inferiority and racial difference.62 Mark Smith has similarly investigated the

 ways in which white Americans in the southern United States justified postbel

 lum segregation by claiming that African Americans had an innate odor that

 signified filth and disease,63 while Aihwa Ong examined American guidebooks

 and training programs for Cambodian refugees that instruct them to bathe, use

 deodorants and, in general, avoid unpleasant odors in cooking and maintain

 ing their homes.64 As Chiang wrote, "Smells have... significant social implica

 tions, structuring and intensifying divisions between different groups. Those

 with superior resources and political authority were able to define odors and

 use them to exercise power over people and their environment."65 As a result,
 while some individuals and communities, as we have seen, celebrate their olfac

 tory differences, others are conflicted, perceiving such differences as hindrances

 to cultural assimilation. For several participants in Manalansan's study, smells

 were not ephemeral, but rather all too persistent. They described food odors

 adhering to their clothes, walls, and bodies, indelibly marking them and their

 homes as "foreign." Gloria, a Filipina immigrant living in New York, recounted

 her deep embarrassment when her office supervisor made a surprise visit to her

 house right after she had cooked binagoongan, a pork dish made with fermented

 shrimp paste that made the whole house "reek." In the same study, Mrs. Ng, a
 Chinese American realtor, advised Asian homeowners to clean and deodorize

 their houses thoroughly: "There is nothing that will annoy a potential home

 buyer but to be met at the door with the smell of years of fried food and spicy

 cooking. The buyer will assume that the smell is permanent and cannot be
 scrubbed out." As Manalansan explained, "Smell... is a code for class, racial and

 ethnic differences and antagonisms ... it provides an opportunity to affiliate,

 to belong as well as to disidentify and to ostracize."66 Perhaps more than any
 other sense, it has served to create and mark the "other," at once justifying var

 ious forms of subjugation and serving as a barrier against meaningful integra

 tion into host or dominant societies.67 The consequences of these stereotypes,

 in iterations of class, gender, race, and ethnicity, remain deeply implicated in

 twenty-first-century conversations about smells, especially in the United States,

 which contributes to the difficulty of talking seriously about olfaction today and

 which has significant implications for any olfactocentric program. The Jewish

 Museum in London, for example, demonstrates the problematic, even troubling,

 negotiations that cultural institutions undergo in the face of such stereotypes.

 In a permanent exhibit focused on Jewish immigration to the United Kingdom,

 visitors can "smell the chicken soup in an immigrant home,"68 while blind or par

 tially sighted visitors are offered a "touch tour," which includes the experience

 of smelling various spices.69 The museum's cultural experience of smells, how

 ever, does not include exposure to "unpleasant" smells,70 as other museums with
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 different subject matters have often done.71 According to Henrietta Mondry, "To

 introduce foul smells into the Jewish museum would mean to promulgate the

 construct of the malodorous Jew." Instead, the museum showcases the mtkveh,

 the ritual bath where cleansing takes place.72 Even as any archival commitment

 to preserving olfactory documentation must similarly navigate the presentation

 of these issues, it also has the potential to encourage informed dialogue by pro

 viding opportunities for the research and study of olfactory primary sources in
 their historical contexts.

 Verne Harris and Adrian Cunningham have observed that "the archive has

 become a liminal space, in which received Eurocentric professional wisdoms

 are challenged and in some cases turned inside out."73 This article has sought

 to follow this spirit of inquiry in its exploration of the principles and practices

 of olfactory documentation, both as a potential significant property of a record,

 like the vinegar smell on nineteenth-century letters, and as records them

 selves, like Osmothèque's perfumes. While those seeking to develop archives

 of smells can take advantage of numerous correspondences between olfactory

 data and more familiar formats, olfaction also challenges received notions of

 archival principles and practices in important ways. It is ephemeral, at least for

 those without the equipment needed to capture aromas; its associations can

 be deeply individual, idiosyncratic, or culturally determined; it resists a stan

 dardized descriptive vocabulary; and any olfactory discourse must negotiate

 complex sociopolitical histories and stereotypes about odor. At the same time,

 these challenges are perhaps no greater than those posed by other formats that

 have expanded archival boundaries in the recent past, from the development of

 performance archives to the paradigm shifts in the profession brought about

 by the advent of digital records. Even texts can furnish instructive equivalences

 for odors. Just as individuals react differently to odors, so do individuals inter

 pret text records differently, depending on the points of view and expectations

 that readers bring to the materials. Well-rehearsed strategies to thoughtfully

 approach textual interpretation, including close attention to one's own cultural

 perspectives and extended study of historical context to mitigate their effects,

 as appropriate, can and should be deployed for olfactory records. A long history

 of scholarly engagement with textual records has facilitated valuable confron

 tations with underexamined sociocultural assumptions; similar confrontations

 with olfactory stereotypes are long overdue.

 As researchers, commercial entities, consumers, and other individuals imag

 ine and develop aroma's documentaiy capabilities, archivists will and should

 be drawn into the conversation about the archival possibilities of olfaction. In

 striving to become more flexible and inclusive, and to consider alternate ways of

 preserving and transmitting information, being able to think and talk critically

 about smell can productively complicate and enrich our definition of archival
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 records and our understanding of how our profession fits into a widening world

 of interest in and approaches to capturing, preserving, and accessing the past.
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